I. Introduction
Three geometric problems
A basic problem in Riemannian geometry is that of describing the set of curvatures a given manifold can possess. In this paper we shall limit our discussion to compact, connected, two dimensional manifolds (not necessarily orientable). We will discuss open 2-manifolds and scalar curvatures for higher dimensional manifolds in separate papers [16, 17] .
On a 2-manifold, there is essentially only one notion of curvature and our problem becomes that of describing the set of Gaussian curvature functions. There is only one known condition on curvature for compact 2-mani-folds -the global condition given by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. If a smooth function K is the Gaussian curvature of some Riemannian metric D on M, then the Gauss-Bonnet theorem asserts that (c) X(M) < 0: K is negative somewhere . We were naturally led to ask the following, which can be thought of as a converse to the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. QUESTION 1. Are the sign conditions (1.2), depending on X(M), sufficient conditions for a smooth function K on a compact 2-manifold to be the Gaussian curvature of some Riemannian structure on M?
To make the problem more tangible, we attempt to realize K in a very specific way. We attack Question 1 by prescribing some metric g on M, and by attempting to realize K as the curvature of a metric D that is conformally equivalent to g, or even more, of a metric that is pointwise conformal to g. (We shall call metrics D and g pointwise conformal if D = e2ug for some u E C-(M), whereas we say that D and g are conformally equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism 'p of M and a function u E C-(M) such that e2ug is the metric obtained by pulling back U under p, i.e. p*(U) = e2ug. Pointwise conformal is the special case of conformal equivalence in which one demands that the diffeomorphism 'p be the identity map.) This approach has the advantage that, if we seek K as the curvature of a metric a that is pointwise conformal to g, so U = e2ug, then one is led to the problem of solving the deceptively innocent-looking nonlinear elliptic equation (1. 3) Au = k -Ke2u, where k and A are the Gaussian curvature and Laplacian, respectively, in the given metric g. Consequently, the problem of showing that K is the curvature of a metric D conformally equivalent to g is precisely that of finding a diffeomorphism 'p of M such that one can solve a local oriented orthonormal coframe field on M for the metric g. If we set Co, = e"oi then {6co, (io2} is a local oriented orthonormal coframe field for U. Now the Gaussian curvature k of the metric g is determined by the equation KC A C=2 = dw12 = d912-d*du = keoi A/(02 -Au1 A 02, from which (1.3) follows immediately.
To summarize, we have asked QUESTION 2. If g is a prescribed metric on M and if K satisfies the sign conditions (1.2), is K the curvature of some metric D that is pointwise conformal to g, that is, can one solve (1.3) ? and QUESTION 3. If K and g are as in Question 2, is K the curvature of some metric U conformally equivalent to g, that is, can one find a diffeomorphism 9 so that one can solve (1.4) ?
One should observe that a "yes" answer to Question 2 implies a "yes" for 3, and that a "yes" for 3 implies a "yes" answer for Question 1. Of course, it is a priori possible that for a given K satisfying (1.2) the answer to Question 2 is "no" while the answer to 3, and hence 1, is "yes". Question 2 has also been posed by L. Nirenberg in a special case. He asked, "Is any given strictly positive function K on S2 the Gaussian curvature of some metric that is pointwise conformal to the standard metric?" This asks for the solution of (1.3) on S2 with the standard metric (so k -1) assuming that K > 0.
The heart of our results on all of these Questions consists of new existence and non-existence theorems for (1.3). We briefly summarize the current status of these questions considering separately the cases S2, P2, and X(M) ? 0.
S2: We began our study of curvature functions with this case. Unfortunately, S2 remains the only 2-manifold for which our questions are as yet largely unanswered.* One should observe that Questions 1 and 3 are equivalent for S2 by the Uniformization Theorem, which asserts that any two Riemannian metrics on S2 are conformally equivalent.
The first progress on S2 was made by H. Gluck [101 who showed that the answer to Question 1 (and hence to Question 3) is "yes" if one assumes that K > 0. Gluck used a clever topological argument to prove that, on the standard S2 c R3, given a smooth function f there is a diffeomorphism p of S2 such that
where no is the unit normal vector field. Applied to f = 1/K, condition (1.5)
is precisely the integrability condition of the Minkowski problem, the solution [25] , [26] of which gives the existence of a closed convex surface in RI whose curvature, as a function of the unit normal, is Kop. This establishes the existence of a metric on S2 with curvature Ko'p; pulling back this metric by -1 one obtains the desired metric with curvature K. Unfortunately, the method clearly demands the positivity of K. The answer to Question 2 (and hence 3 and 1) on S2 is "yes" under the additional hypothesis that K(x) = K( -x). This was proved for K sufficiently close to 1 by D. Koutroufiotis [19] while the general case was established by J. Moser [23] whom we are delighted to have this opportunity to thank for several stimulating conversations. In ? 7 we indicate briefly how Moser obtained this result from his work [22] , [23] on a sharp version of the Trudinger inequality. The general answer to Question 2 on S2 is however "no". In fact, in Theorem 8.8 we shall exhibit strictly positive functions K, which are known by Gluck's work to be curvatures, but which cannot be realized pointwise conformal to the standard metric. Therefore the answer to Nirenberg's question is also "no". Questions 1 and 3 for S2 as well as sufficient conditions (beyond K(x) = K(-x) with K positive somewhere) for the solvability of (1.3) are open problems.
P2:
The answer to Question 2 (and hence 3 and 1) is "yes" for the real projective plane P2. This follows from the above mentioned results of J. Moser on antipodally symmetric functions on S2. It should be noted that P2 is the only 2-manifold for which the answer to Question 2 is "yes". X(M) < 0: For these compact 2-manifolds the answers to Questions 3 and 1 are both "yes". These results are contained in our Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 for the case X(M) = 0 and in Theorems 11.6 and 11.8 for the case X(M) < 0. The answer to Question 2 is "no". Necessary and sufficient conditions (in addition to (1.2)) for the solvability of (1.3) are contained in Theorems 6.1 and 11.1. We wish to thank Melvyn Berger for pointing out to us his application [5] of the calculus of variations to the equation Au = k -ce2u to prove the Uniformization Theorem in the case X(M) < 0. We described our curvature problem and our conjectures in the case of S2 to Berger; subsequently he was able to apply the variational techniques of [5] to answer Question 2 (and hence 3 and 1) affirmatively for the special case of strictly negative K on manifolds satisfying X(M) < 0. He also provided a partial solution to Question 2 in the case X(M) = 0, and showed that if X(M) > 0, the solution to Question 2 can be reduced to finding a sufficiently sharp version of the Trudinger inequality, see [6] and our equation (7.7) . We should also note that in 1898 Poincare, using non-variational techniques, apparently solved (1.3) on a compact 2-manifold assuming only X(M) < 0 and K < 0, thus providing an affirmative answer to our Question 2 in this case [28, esp. pp. 571-583] .
One consequence of our affirmative answers to Question 3 is that if M is orientable, its complex structures are not distinguished by their curvature functions, To be specific, if one fixes a complex structure on M, then any curvature function on M is in fact the curvature function of a metric having the given complex structure on M, i.e. all possible curvature functions arise in each complex structure.
Although throughout this paper we will assume that all data (M, metrics g, and curvature K) are smooth, this is merely for convenience. Our proofs go through with little or no change if one makes minimal smoothness hypotheses. For example, without changing any proofs we need only assume that the curvature candidate K is Holder continuous; in this case the resulting metric with curvature K has Holder continuous second derivatives.
Before proceding further we should remark that, on a 2-manifold, one can also consider the related problem of describing the set of curvature forms Q = Kwo, where co is the "volume" form. It is an elementary consequence of linear elliptic theory that any 2-form on a compact, connected, oriented 2-manifold M whose integral over M is 2wX(M) is the curvature form of some Riemannian metric on M. In fact Q can be achieved by a pointwise conformal change of any given metric [35] .
The next section contains a summary of our existence and non-existence theorems for (1.3), while subsequent sections contain detailed statements and proofs. We wish to call attention to ? 4, which contains a rather general asymptotic result that may be of independent interest: in particular, we show that if u(x; c) is a solution of It turns out that equation (2.2) is easier to analyze if one frees it from the geometric situation and instead considers the equation
where c is a constant, and h is some prescribed function, with neither c nor h tied to geometric considerations. We shall also let M be any compact, connected manifold of unspecified dimension. In view of our application of (2.1) to open manifolds in [16] , [17] , in which case K could "blow up" at the boundary, we shall occasionally only assume that h E Lp(M) for some p > dim M. Although this weak assumption on h slightly complicates some proofs, it avoids an annoying awkward situation in [16] , [17] of having to describe how to extend the existence proof here from, say, h E Co, to h E Lp. It is fascinating to see how the theory of (2.3) changes, depending on the sign of c. Let us summarize this. For this purpose, think of M and h e Co as being fixed and note the obvious necessary condition found by integrating (2.3) over M:
which imposes a sign condition on h identical to that on K in (1.2), with c replacing X(M). We have found that the existence theory depends much more strongly on c than this simple sign condition. A sketch of the c axis is helpful to understand the results. if and only if h < 0 (4 0). A proof of these assertions is in ? 10, where we use the method of upper and lower solutions to obtain existence. The method of upper and lower solutions used in the proofs was learned from [30] , [31] , although the method is old [20, Ch. 4] . If dim M = 2, then there is a constant 0 < c+(h) < 00, possibly depending on M, such that a solution exists if h is positive somewhere and if 0 < c < c+(h) (Theorem 7.2). The only information known on c+(h) is in the special case of the sphere S2 and the projective plane P2, which, for simplicity, we assume have the standard metric of constant curvature 1. For S2, Moser [22] , [23] proved that if h is positive somewhere, then c+(h) > 2, while we can show (? 8) that for certain positive functions h, c+(h) ? 2. Thus c+(h) = 2 is the best possible constant that works uniformly for all h which are positive somewhere. In particular, we show that (2.3) is not solvable for any c > 2 if h is a first order spherical harmonic. On the other hand, as we will show in a future publication, there are other functions for which we can prove non-existence if c = 2, but for which we can prove existence for certain c > 2. Thus the situation for positive c contrasts markedly with that for negative c where c_(h) is an absolute cut-off for existence. For P2, Moser has shown that if h is positive somewhere, then c+(h) > 4. We do not know if this is the best possible constant.
In our work on the cases c < 0 and c = 0, we found it particularly useful to look at the first order ordinary differential equation ut = c -heu on M= S', where one can explicitly find solutions (cf. Chapter VI, B). It is a bit surprising that many properties of (2.3) are already exhibited in this simple example.
The diverse phenomena found here concerning (2.3) indicate some difficulties that will have to be clarified in any general theory for, say,
We expect that the theory of (2.3) will serve as a guide and useful example.
In [18] we show how some of the methods of this paper apply to (2.4) and other nonlinear elliptic problems. These results are new even for the ordinary differential equation case.
II. Preliminaries 3.* Notation, some inequalities, and linear elliptic equations Throughout this paper, M will denote a compact, connected (not necessarily orientable) differentiable manifold of unspecified dimension. If M is endowed with a smooth Riemannian metric, then Vu and Au will denote, respectively, the gradient and Laplacian of u, while
will denote the average of f with respect to the element of volume dV (or area, if dim M = 2, in which case we will write dA) determined by the metric. Also, 11 ff, will denote the norm in L,(M), 11 1100 the uniform norm on M, and 11 If I, will denote the norm in the Sobolev space H8,,(M) of functions on M whose derivatives up to order s are all in LP(M). We will write I I VU I Ip instead of the more cumbersome I IVu I I I[P.
Inequalities. We shall need modified versions of standard results. Proofs are sketched for the convenience of geometers who may not be intimate with the techniques of differential equations.
If dim M = 2 and u E C-(M) with u = O, then for any p > 1 there is a constant c1 independent of p and u such that
The point here is the sharp control of the dependence of the right side on p.
* The reader may wish to skip this section and only refer to it as the need arises.
One first proves this Sobolev inequality for functions v e C-(R2) with compact support in the unit disc I xI < 1, i.e. v e C-(I xI < 1). Following [33, p. 125, 128 ]-with some extra book keeping -we begin with the elementary identity (*)
where dy is the element of area. Since v has support in I x I < 1, the integration is performed only over I y I < 2, so replace y/I y 12 by 9(y) = y/I y 12 for j y <2 and let 9(y) = 0 elsewhere. Then by Young's inequality [36, p. 37] A partition of unity argument combined with the above inequality for v E C (1 x I < 1) shows that there is a constant c2 such that for any u E C-(M) ( 
3.1)'
JJ'uIIP ?< C2p12(11 U112 + JJVU 112) Inequality (3.1) now follows from (3.1)' and the Poincare inequality, which states that there is a constant C3 such that if u e C-(M) with i = 0, then
The shortest proof of (3.2) is from the variational characterization of the first non-zero eigenvalue of the Laplacian on M.) Another immediate consequence of the Poincare inequality (3.2) is that there is a constant c4 such that for any u e C-(M) with i! = 0, one has 3.3) JIU111,2 _< C41IVu112 v Inequality (3.1) is needed to extend an inequality of Trudinger [34] from R2 to compact manifolds (see also [4] for a much more complicated proof). The extended inequality asserts that if dim M = 2, then there are positive constants A, v such that for any u e Hj,2(M) with il = 0 and II VU112 < 1, one has (3.4) ieMf2dA < y M To prove (3.4), we follow Trudinger and use the power series for exp, estimating the individual terms by (3.1), to find that
which converges to some number 'y if ,B satisfies 2cl 2/3e < 1.
Moser [22] has given an independent and quite different proof of (3.4) for the special cases M= S2 and M = P2. He has shown that in both of these cases the best constant ,B = 4w.
We shall need two consequences of (3.4). The first is that if dim M= 2, there exist positive constants A, ^i such that for any u e H1,2(M) and any constant a > 0, (3.5) e?(ldV<Vexp ul + In order to prove (3.7), we use the mean value theorem to see that let -1[ < Itle"t, and the Rellich-Kondrashov compactness theorem which asserts that if uj u weakly in H1,2(M) then u -u strongly in L4(M). Combining these facts and the Schwarz inequality several times we find that -l euI-e 12dV = I uj-u -lI 2dV and the obvious extension to bound I I VuIK if u e H2,,(M) ((3.8) is proved locally in RI by Holder's inequality applied to the R" version of the identity (*) after (3.1), and extended globally to M by a partition of unity). A consequence of (3.8) which we shall frequently use is that if u E H2,,(M) for some p > dim M, then u and Vu are continuous.
Linear elliptic equations. Here too we shall need modified versions of standard facts. Again, proofs are only sketched.
If A is a second order elliptic operator on M with smooth coefficients (i.e., u E C-(M) implies Au E C??(M)), then for any p>1 there is a constant c6 > 0 such that for all u E C-(M) (3.9) llUll2 ,p < c6(JlAullJ + llullJp) This is the LP version of the fundamental elliptic inequality. It is proved using a partition of unity on M, beginning from the corresponding local L, estimate in RI [1, ? 7] , [2, ? 15] .
As a consequence of (3. We shall be combining the LP regularity just stated with the regularity theorems that follow from the Schauder estimates. If 0 < a < 1 and j > 0 is an integer, then Cj+a(M) denotes the space of functions whose jth derivatives satisfy a Holder condition with exponent a. The Schauder regularity theory asserts that if Au E Ci+a( U) for some open U c M, then U E C1+2-+( U) [9, p. 339, 345] , [7, pp. 240-242] .
In ? 9, for use in [16] we will be considering the operator I I UI2,p < c7 IlLujlpJ, (3.12) 1llJ.J + JIVull. < fJJLuJp.
One proves (3.11) using the triangle inequality and (3.9) with A = A, to conclude that (3.9) holds with A=L. But k > const>0 implies that ker L = 0, so (3.11) follows from (3.9) with A = L by a standard argument, cf. [2, ? 7, Remark 2]. (3.12) is a consequence of (3.11) and (3.8). That ker L = 0 was mentioned just above. To prove existence, one applies (3.11) to prove easily that if a e C-(M) satisfies Ia -kjII < 1/(2c5C7), then for any u e Cc(M) (3.14) 11 U 112,p < 2C711AU -au IP . In the course of our work, we will need to know the behavior of the solution u(x; c) of Au + cu = f (on compact M) as c-o -Ac. The result is, if f is sufficiently smooth, then cu(x; c) -f (x) uniformly for x e M. We are somewhat surprised that this "classical sounding" fact does not seem to have been observed previously. Our proof readily generalizes to many other situations.
The key is the following functional analysis lemma. Here B1 and B2 are Banach spaces and B2 a subspace of B1 such that the natural injection B2 -B1 is continuous, JJ IL is the norm in B1, and L: B2 B1 is a continuous linear map.
B1 is invertible for all a < 0 and that Throughout this section we shall assume that the compact connected manifold M is of dimension 2 and has a given Riemannian structure. No assumption is made on the Euler characteristic. We shall consider the equation
where h is a smooth function on M, and we exclude the trivial case h 0_ in which case the solutions of (5.1) are precisely the constant functions on M. By integrating both sides of (5.1) over M one obtains the "linear theory" necessary condition that heu dA = 0. For smooth h (not 0_ ) this condition requires that h change sign. The key to the theory of (5.1) (and the missing ingredient in the treatment in [6] ) is the observation of an additional necessary condition which reflects the particular nonlinear nature of this equation, namely that h dA < 0. To obtain this, observe that u _ const M cannot be a solution, multiply (5.1) by eu, and integrate over M to find
Here we have used an integration by parts (that is, an application of the divergence theorem which, one should observe, is perfectly valid for nonorientable Riemannian manifolds [11, p. 388] ). We shall now use the direct method of the calculus of variations to show that these two necessary conditions are also sufficient for the existence of a solution to (5.1). Q.E.D.
6. Curvatures of compact 2-manifolds with X(M) = 0
As an immediate consequence of the previous section, we can answer the three Questions posed in ? 1 for compact 2-manifolds with zero Euler characteristic, X(M) = 0, i.e., for the torus and Klein bottle. We first consider Question 2. Proof. Given the metric g, then by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem its curvature k satisfies k = 0 (which also shows that one can solve Av = k). Thus by the change of variables (2.1)-(2.2), we seek a solution of
which is precisely (5.1) with h= 2Ke2v. The conclusion now follows from Theorem 5.3.
Q.E.D.
Next we answer Question 3.
THEOREM 6.2. Let M be a compact 2-manifold with X(M) = 0 and let g be a given metric on M. Then a given function K e C??(M) is the curvature of a metric j' that is conformally equivalent to g if and only if either K changes sign or else K-0.
Proof. Necessity that K change sign if it is not 0--follows from (1.2). If K _ 0, then K is trivially the curvature of a metric pointwise conformal to g. For sufficiency in the case that K -0, we must find a diffeomorphism P of M such that one can solve (1.4). In view of Theorem 6.1, we must merely find q such that |(Kop)e 2vdA < 0 M which is clearly possible since K is negative in some open set.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.2 we can resolve Question 1 for this case. We again assume that M is an arbitrary compact connected 2-manifold possessing a given Riemannian structure with area element dA. We consider the equation If there is a solution u of (7.1) then upon integrating the equation over M one immediately observes that h must be positive somewhere. This condition is, in fact, sufficient for the existence of a solution to (7.1) for all sufficiently small c > 0. THEOREM 
Consider (7.1) with c > 0 and h e C-(M).
(a) A necessary condition for the existence of a solution to (7.1) is that h be positive somewhere on M.
(b) If h is positive somewhere, there is a constant c+ > 0 depending on h (which we write c+(h)) such that (7.1) has a solution ue C??(M) for o < c < c+(h). Moreover (7.3) c+(h) > 2fl/A where a is the constant in the Trudinger inequality (3.4) and A is the area of M.
The proof of this theorem is essentially contained in [6] and [23] so we just indicate the steps briefly. One solves (7.1) by minimizing the functional Observe that the assumption that h is positive somewhere guarantees that the constraint set B is not empty. Writing u = v + ii, so v-= 0, and solving for ff in (7.5) one sees that J can be expressed as
Vu2dA -cA log hevdA + cAlogcA . Hence J is bounded below if c < 2,8/A. In the case c = 2,8/A, the functional J may have no minimum, in fact no critical points whatsoever, for certain functions h which are positive somewhere even though J is bounded below. We shall exhibit cases of this phenomenon in the following section for M= S2. If, however, one has strict inequality, c < 2/9/A, then one can use (7.7) to show that minimizing sequences remain in a fixed ball in H1,2(M) which is weakly compact. Thus one can select a weakly converging subsequence and the standard variational argument (as in Theorem 5.3, for example) yields the existence of a solution u e C??(M) for (7.1). It follows from the work [22] of Moser on the best possible value for fi on the standard 2-sphere S2 (with constant curvature 1) and on the standard real projective plane P2 that c+(h) > 2 for all functions h positive somewhere on S2 and that c+(h) > 4 both for antipodally symmetric h which are positive somewhere on S2 and for functions h positive somewhere on P2 (see [23] ). Since the relevant value of c for the solution of (2.1) on either the standard S2 or P2 is 2, Moser concludes that all functions which are antipodally symmetric and positive somewhere on S2 are Gaussian curvatures of metrics on S2 and all functions positive somewhere on P2 are Gaussian curvatures of metrics on P2. Moreover, in each of these cases the metric realizing the curvature candidate can be chosen pointwise conformal to the standard metric.
We shall show in the next section that there are functions h, positive somewhere on S2, for which (7.1) has no solutions for any c > 2. Consequently c+(h) = 2 is the largest value of c+ which works uniformly for all h positive somewhere on S2. We shall also show that there are strictly positive h for which there are no solutions of (7.1) for the case c = 2.
It is of interest to determine additional information on the dependence of c+ on h and on M; and, in general, to determine the structure of the set of positive c's for which (7.1) has a solution for a given h and M.
Integrability conditions on S2
In this section we derive a new integrability condition for the equation Au = c -heu with respect to the standard metric on the 2-sphere S2 for certain positive values of c.
To begin, we observe the following identity which holds for any pair of smooth functions u, F on any Riemannian manifold.
Basic Identity: Consider the left hand side of (8.4) . Taking a derivative off of F and placing it on Vu, again substituting c -heu for Au, and observing that c2F is a divergence since F is a spherical harmonic, we get that
On the right hand side of (8.4) we observe that euVu = Ve2', we remove the derivative from eu and place it on hVF, and we use the fact AF =-2F to obtain (8.6) he2Vu.VF --euV(hVF) = 2heuF -e2'Vh.VF.
Combining (8.5) and (8.6) with (8.4) we see that (8.7) e2Vh.VF -(2 -c)hFe" .
Integrating both sides of (8.7) over S2 proves the following. In the case c = 2, we see that (8.9) has no solutions for any function h such that Vh.VFo has a fixed sign for some spherical harmonic F0 of degree 1, in particular for all functions h of the form F0 + const. In the case c > 2, if h = F0 is a spherical harmonic of degree 1, then (8.9) has no solutions since the two sides of (8.10) will have opposite signs for F = F0.
On the standard 2-sphere, the equation (1.3) becomes Au = 1 -Ke2u, so it follows from Theorem 8.8 that a function K for which VK.VFo has a fixed sign for some spherical harmonic F0 of degree 1 cannot be realized as the curvature of a metric pointwise conformal to the standard metric on S2. In particular, there are strictly positive such functions K, which are known by Gluck's work [10] to be curvatures, but which cannot be realized pointwise conformal to the standard metric. This shows that the answers to L. Nirenberg's question and to our Question 2 for S2 are both "no" for certain K. Note also that the set of K for which one can solve Au = 1 -Ke2u is not open, for there exist solutions (indeed a 3-parameter family of them) for K 1, but there are no solutions for K = 1 + F where F is any non-trivial spherical harmonic of degree 1. Questions 1 and 3 remain open for S2. We believe that the answers to both will be "yes".
If one uses spherical coordinates (z = cos P, x = sin 9 cos 0, y = sin q sin 0) and considers the special case of (8.10) in which c = 2 and F = cos 9, then (8.10) becomes (8.11) 3{1euh, sind2 9d do = 0 .
It was this form of (8.10) to which we were first led by our observation of the non-existence of rotationally symmetric (function of q alone) solutions for Au = 2 -heu given rotationally symmetric data h (see [15] ). One can directly verify (8.11) by using the equation and several integrations by parts. We should remark that our proof of Theorem 8.8, beginning with the identity (8.3) , has the advantage that it generalizes to give integrability conditions on Si, for the equation describing the change of scalar curvature under pointwise conformal change of metric (see [17] ) and also to give Pohozaev's proof of the non-existence of positive solutions in the case of the Dirichlet problem for the equation Au = -u +2)/(%-2', X > 0, on a starlike domain in RI (see [27] and [18] ).
Another perhaps more conceptual method of proving Theorem 8.8 is based on an idea of G. Rosen [29] . A solution u of (8.9) One should observe that the value of c at which (8.10) first yields obstructions to the solvability of (8.9) is 2, which is the 1st non-zero eigenvalue of -A on S2. An investigation of the case c = 6, which corresponds to the 2nd eigenvalue of -A, shows that new phenomena arise here also. Beginning with the basic identity (8.1) and proceeding as above, one shows that if F is a 2nd order spherical harmonic (i.e., satisfies AF =-6F), then for any solution u of (8.9) one has (8.14) euVh.VF (6 -c)hFeu-I(2HF -(AF)g) (Vu, Vu) .
We now use this to show that there are rotationally symmetric functions h, say h = 3 cos2 9 -1 for which Au = 6 -heu has no rotationally symmetric solutions. Integrating (8.14) over S2 with c = 6, with F = 3 cos2 -1, and with u a function of 9 alone, one obtains We shall use the method of upper and lower solutions, which has the additional virtue that it does not presume anything about dim M. For our applications in [16, 17] to the open manifold case, we will assume here that h e L,(M) for some p > dim M, although the simpler case h e C-(M) suffices for this paper. We shall call u_, us e H2,,(M) a lower (respectively, upper) solution of (9.1) if (9.2) Au_-c + heu > O. Au+-c + heu+ < O on M. Inequalities, of course, hold almost everywhere.
LEMMA 9.3. Let c < 0 and p > dim M be constants. If there exist upper and lower solutions, u+, u-e H2, (M) of (9.1) and if u_ < u, then there is a solution u e H2, (M) of (9.1). Moreover, u_ < u < u., and u is C?' in any open set where h is Co.
Remark. If one assumes h e C-(M), then one can follow the proof in Courant-Hilbert [9, pp. 370-371], using our us and u-in place of their v and -v. Other recent versions of this method to prove existence for various nonlinear 2nd order elliptic equations can be found in [3] and [8] . Our proof will follow [9, pp. 370-371] suitably generalized to the L, situation.
Proof. Set k1(x) = max (1, -h(x)) so that kh > 1 > 0, and k1 > -h. Let k(x) = k,(x)e"+'$' and observe that k(x) > const > 0. Since u+ e H2,,(M), by (3.8) we see that us is continuous. Thus k e L,(M). We will find the desired solution of (9.1) by iterations. Let L9=A9-kW and f(x, u) c-heu .
Then, using (3.13) we define inductively uj+l e H2,, as the unique solution of
where u0 = u+. INote that uj e H2,p implies that uj is continuous, so f (x, uj) C LP and hence f(x, uj) -kuj e L,. Consequently uj+1 c H2,,. We claim that (9.4) a_ < Uj+1 < Uj < ... < +.
For example, to prove uj+l < uj, one checks inductively that L(uj+1 -uj) > 0 and then applies the LP maximum principle (3.15). The other inequalities in (9.4) are proved similarly.
Since u+, u_, and uj are continuous, inequality (9.4) shows that the I are uniformly bounded. Consequently, in the Lp norm IILuj+1jjIp = 1Ic -heui -kujIIp < const so by (3.12), the uj's and their first derivatives are uniformly bounded. Therefore, the Arzela-Ascoli Lemma implies that a subsequence of the u/s, converges uniformly to some continuous function u. In view of the monotonicity (9.4), we conclude that the entire sequence uj itself converges uniformly to u. Inequality (3.11) then shows that
Therefore the uj's converge strongly in H2,p, so u e H2,,. Since L: H2,, Lp is continuous, it follows that u is a solution of (9.1) and satisfies un < u < u+. Q.E.D. Lemma 9.3 shows that the burden of proving existence is shifted to finding a priori estimates of the form (9.2). This is, as usual, the most difficult step. Observe first that one can not expect this to be possible for arbitrary h. In fact, integrating (9.1) over M shows that c Vol (M) = he dV M Because c < 0, a necessary condition for existence is that h be negative somewhere. This is not sufficient, as we shall see in ? 10. In the next lemma, we show that given any upper solution u+, one can always find a lower solution u_ < u+. An extensive discussion of the conditions on h required to obtain an upper solution is presented in ? 10. We might, however, note that if const < h < const < 0, then one can simply use appropriate constants for us and u-, to prove existence quite easily in this case. Proof. If h is bounded from below, then one can clearly use any sufficiently large negative constant for u_. For general h e L , let k,(x) = max (1, -h(x)) and let a > 0 be a constant chosen so that ak, --c. Then (ak, + c) = 0 and (ak, + c) e L,. Thus there is a solution w of Aw = ak, + c.
By the LP regularity theory (see ? 3), we H2,p and hence w is continuous.
We claim that by choosing the constant X sufficiently large, the function u = w -X meets our requirements. One can clearly satisfy u_ < u+ for any u+ e H2,p, because w and u+ are continuous. In addition u-is a lower solution since
Au -c + heu-= ak, + hew-2 > kj(a -ew-) > 0 for X sufficiently large.
Q.E.D. 10 . Analysis of Au c -heu with c < 0
In this section we will prove two theorems that collect information concerning conditions under which our equation (9.1) with c < 0 has a solution. We do not make any assumptions on dim M. Since Aw > 0 at a minimum of w, it follows that the minimum of w must be non-negative. Therefore 9 > v > 0. Consequently, a necessary condition for there to exist a positive solution of (10.3) (and hence a necessary condition for there to exist a solution of (9.1)) is that the unique solution of (10.2) must be positive. This necessary condition immediately implies h < 0 as one sees by integrating (10.2) (one also could have proved that h < 0 by imitating the proof of (5.2)). In the proof of Part (c) of Theorem 10.5 we will find that there may fail to be a positive solution of (10.2) even if h < 0. Thus the positivity of the solution of (10.2) is a stronger necessary condition than h < 0. This completes the proof of Part (a). (b): In view of the two lemmas of ? 9, a necessary and sufficient condition for there to exist a solution u E C-(M) of (9.1) is the existence of an upper solution u+ E C(M), (10.4) Au+ < c -heu+
Clearly, if u+ is an upper solution for a given c < 0, then u+ is also an upper solution for all co< 0 such that c < c. Therefore, there is a constant -Cx < c_(h) < 0 such that (9.1) is solvable for negative c's with c > c_(h) but has no solutions for c < c_(h). We claim that under the assumption h < 0, we have c_(h) < 0. Indeed, let ve C-(M) beasolution of Avh. SinceI et -i amI tI etI, and since h < 0, we can pick a > 0 so small that Thus, with c ah/2 < 0, we have an upper solution u+. Consequently, h < 0 implies that c_(h) _ ah/2 < 0.
Next we discuss the critical constant c_(h) of Theorem 10.1. (c) Given c < 0, there is an h with h < 0 such that c < c_(h). Thus, the necessary condition h < 0 is not sufficientfor solvability of (9.1) and the critical constant c_(h) < 0 can be made arbitrarily close to 0. Proof. (a): First we show that if h(x) < 0 for all x E M, but h % 0, then (9.1) is solvable for all c < 0. As we have observed before, in view of the lemmas in ?9, the solvability of (9.1) is equivalent to the existence of an upper solution, u+, of (9.1). Let Av = -h, and note that h < 0. Pick constants a and b so large that ah < c and (eav+b -a) > 0. Then let u+ = av + b. Since h < 0, we find that Throughout this section, M will denote a fixed compact connected differentiable manifold of dimension two having negative Euler characteristic, X(M) < 0. Given a function K E C-(M), we shall determine when K is the Gaussian curvature of some Riemannian metric go of M (Theorem 11.8), as well as when such a metric is either pointwise conformal or conformally equivalent to some prescribed metric g on M (Theorems 11.1 and 11.6).
Our first theorem deals with the pointwise conformal case. Given a smooth metric g on M, let PC(g) denote the set of functions K e CW(M) that are the Gaussian curvatures of metrics which are pointwise conformal to g, i.e. metrics of the form Dr = egg for some u E C-(M). Also, let k and A be the Gaussian curvature and Laplacian, respectively, of the prescribed metric g. 
M
Since u is not a priori known, all that (11.3) states is that K must be negative somewhere. On the other hand, the function v is known so (11.2) is a stronger statement that implies K must be negative somewhere. In the special case of k const, then v -const and (11.2) becomes K< 0, which is evidently quite different from the less tangible (11.3).
Proof. As stated in ? 1, K E PC(g) if there is a solution u of
Moreover the change of variable w = 2(u -v), as in (2.1)-(2.2), shows that we need only solve Remark. By the remark after the proof of Theorem 10.5, if K < 0 (*z 0), then the pointwise conformal metric g is uniquely determined. If one only asks that K be the curvature of a metric g conformally equivalent to g, then the situation is much less complicated for our present case of X(M) < 0. THEOREM 11.6. A function K e C-(M) is the curvature of a metric D that is conformally equivalent to a prescribed metric g if and only if K is negative somewhere.
Proof. The necessity has been observed in (1.2) as a consequence of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. For the sufficiency, given such K, we must find a diffeomorphism 9 of M and a function u E C-(M) such that the pulled-back metric g= (c-l)*(eug) has curvature K, i.e., for some 9 and u, KoP is the curvature of the metric g, = eug. In terms of differential equations, we must find a q such that one can solve
By the change of variables of (11. where v is the constant in (3.12) and p > dim M = 2, say p = 3.
We now obtain a, ff, and P. If K < 0, then a < 0 can be chosen so that max 2Ke2v < a; then let f r a and P be the identity map and we are done. Otherwise we let m = min (2K) and note that m < 0. Let b = min e2v, and choose any a such that mb < a < 0. We take P to be a diffeomorphism Then one easily verifies that this choice of a, f, and q satisfies properties (11.7) with p = 3. This completes the proof of Theorem 11.6. Q.E.D.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 11.6 is THEOREM 11.8. If X(M) < 0, then a function K e C-(M) is the Gaussian curvature of a metric on M if and only if K is negative somewhere.
Remark. There are many examples where the metric g found in Theorem 11.8 is not unique. For example, if K constant in some disk D c M and if 9 is a diffeomorphism of M that leaves M -D fixed, then K is also the curvature of p*g. Non-uniqueness of g occurs in yet another manner if M is orientable, for say the metrics g, and g2 give distinct complex structures on M. By Theorem 11.6, there are diffeomorphisms 9 and * of M such that K is the curvature of both of the pulled-back metrics Dr = (9P-)*(g,) and = (-l)*(g2).
Since -j gives the same complex structure as gj, we find that Dgr,#, although both Dr, and g2 have the same curvature K.
VI. Remarks
A. By using Theorem 8.8, we can prove that in the case of S2 with the standard metric, the equation Au = f -e2u has no solution for some smooth function f with f dA = 47r. To see this, let K be a positive func-M tion for which one can not solve Aw = 1 -Ke2w (use Theorem 8.8 to find K) and define v by e2v = K. Then with u_ v + w, and f _ 1 + Av one finds Au = f -e2u which has no solution. By adding a sufficiently large positive constant to K, one can even insure that f > 0 everywhere. This sheds some light on one possible approach to a proof of the Uniformization Theorem for Riemann surfaces, which, among other things, asserts that any two Riemannian structures on S2 are conformally equivalent. In particular, each metric g is conformally equivalent to the standard metric. This means that g is pointwise conformally equivalent to some metric of constant curvature 1, i.e., there exists a solution of (R.1) Agu = k e2u
where k is the curvature of the metric g.
In view of the above non-existence result for Au = f -e2u (with the standard metric), any attempt to prove the Uniformization Theorem by solving (R.1) must critically use the fact that k is the curvature of the metric g. This is a key reason why the attempted proof of the Uniformization Theorem in [5, p. 17-18] for the case of S2 breaks down. We incidentally remark that using the Uniformization Theorem and our Theorem 8.8, one can show that given any metric g on S2 with curvature k, there are functions K (positive somewhere) for which one cannot solve Au = k -Ke2u, where the Laplacian is in the g metric.
B. In our analysis of Au = + c -heu, c < 0, we found it helpful to look at the ordinary differential equation where L is a linear elliptic operator. If L is invertible and f(x, s) is bounded for all x e M, s e R, then it is easy to prove existence of a solution to (R.5). If L has a non-trivial kernel but one still assumes f is bounded as well as satisfying certain other conditions, then Landesman-Lazer [21] have proved recent interesting results (see also the simplification and generalization by Nirenberg [24] ). Unfortunately, these results do not apply to our equation Au = c -heu since not only does L = A have a non-trivial kernel, but also f(x, s) c -hes is unbounded as s -co. We have been able to apply the techniques in this paper to second order elliptic problems [18] . Our results extend, unify, and clarify a number of seemingly diverse phenomena.
Added in proof: We have recently completely resolved Questions 1 and 3, and have a unified proof showing that the answers to both questions are "yes" for any compact two dimensional manifold [37] . However, this new proof does not yield our results on Question 2 concerning the existence or non-existence of solutions to (1.3).
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